Solution Overview

Financial Integrity

Make your company’s financial picture bright and accurate by
setting up solid internal controls before a major transaction,
like going public or an acquisition. Reliable financial reporting
becomes second nature.

Private companies
need to tighten
up their internal
controls so they’re
always prepared
if a compelling
transaction comes
their way.

Pain Points:
•
•
•
•
•

Reliable, accurate financial reporting is essential for smart decision-making
Companies lacking accurate financials lose credibility with investors, inquisitive buyers
You could be operating on unsound assumptions and wasting money at every step
Uncertain financials can be traced back to weak or nonexistent internal controls
Your valuation has a lot to do with the reliability of your financial statements

Solution:
•
•
•
•
•

Strategize on the best internal controls for your size and growth stage
Design controls around your riskiest areas of misstatement
Implement controls that follow best practices and reduce risk and errors
Ensure financial reporting is accurate and reliable
Be ready for opportunities—don’t miss out because of questionable data

Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Peace of mind that your financial house is in order
Readiness for big deals or transactions—when the time is right
Higher valuation potential from bulletproof financials
A reputation for integrity and credibility with investors, lenders and other stakeholders
Value is built in to the core of the business—from a trustworthy financial structure

Solid internal controls ensure
that your financial data is
reliable, putting your company in
position for a strong valuation.
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